
 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE (April 11, 2022) 
 
X9Ware LLC Announces X9Assist R4.09 with New Make/ACH Reformatters  
 
X9Ware LLC is pleased to announce the general availability of Release 4.09, which includes enhancements to 
our X9Assist suite of desktop tools, our X9Utilities command line tool, an updated SDK, and a new TiffKit.   
 
Make/ACH is completely rewritten with new reformatters that provide complete control over all batch header 
and detail record fields. This redesign supports all standard entry classes (including IAT) and allows new 
batches to be created as needed within the output ACH file, with varying content controlled by reformatter 
columns. Use case files are now templates that can be modified as needed. A new “validate” button, within the 
use case file, allows content to be checked before running Make. Reformatters are provided to support entry of 
transactions, returns, dishonored returns, and contested/dishonored returns.  
 
X9Assist includes a new Print Cash Letter function that allows an ICL/ICLR to be printed in a format that 
includes the file, cash letter, and bundle header content. Addenda records are included in the print output as 
well, providing the endorsement chain for each item. This facility can print entire files or selected items, and is 
especially useful when there is a need to print small returns files. 
 
Several enhancements have been made to X9 image printing. To simplify printing of multiple items, it is now 
possible to add multiple individual items to the Pick List at the same time, using the CTRL key in combination 
with a mouse click. In a similar fashion, consecutive items can be selected using Shift/CTRL with a mouse 
click. Print IRD allows selective printing of one or more items from an ICLR returns file, where printing can be 
performed for the current item, from a filter (eg, the Pick List), or for the entire file.  
 
Scrub options now allow the scrubbed image DPI to be 200, 240, or assigned from the item image. The latter 
of these options is new, allowing the scrubbed image DPI to follow the original (input) item. When the input file 
to scrub contains both 200/240 DPI images, the output scrub file can now be created in a similar manner. 
 
This release contains numerous X9Assist usability improvements. Items can be added to the Picklist directly 
from the Item Viewer. Our various display tables have been enhanced to facilitate copy and paste operations 
into external documents (word, email, etc). The placement of popup dialogs has been improved for more 
consistent usage when running in a multiple monitor environment.  
 
The Item Viewer now exports the “working image” of an item (as possibly manipulated with our image tools) 
and not the image that is attached to the item. This allows an image to be manipulated (perhaps sharpened, 
blurred, or rotated) and the exported, without having to push that modification into the type 52 record.  
 
This release adds our new TiffKit product, which allows production environments to easily create TIFF images 
that are compatible with the x9.100-181 electronic image standard. The TiffKit includes a validation process 
that inspects images for standards compliance. In situations where an image is determined to be flawed, the 
TiffKit provides tools that can be used by your Java application to apply all possible repair operations, thus 
bringing the image into compliance. Use of the TiffKit can dramatically reduce administrative returns. It allows 
your image systems to identify non-compliant images and only modify those that need to be repaired.  
 
Please help spread the word about our products! We now offer a referral credit of up to $500 for each new 
customer you send our way. Just notify us within 7 days of our first contact date for each newly established 
customer. Referral credits are provided at the time of your next renewal.  
 

About X9Ware LLC 
 

 

X9Ware LLC (www.x9ware.com) provides extensive tools for users of the x9.37, ACH, and CPA005 file formats.  
The product line extends from a free viewer to a suite of tools that include validate, modify, delete, make, generate, 
scrub, import, export, compare, merge, print, repackage, and numerous other functions. X9Ware LLC strives to 
provide the best tools in the industry and offers consulting services based on our 35+ years of industry experience. 
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